Article 24, Boules thrown contrary to the rules:
From wrong circle
Out of turn
After marking a landing spot
While holding extra boule
Multiple boules thrown simultaneously
PENALTY: Opponent has option of declaring
boule dead and replacing all marked objects
or declaring boule live and objects stay where they lie.
Interference with thrown jack:
By umpire, spectator, animal, opponent, moving object
Ruling: Rethrow jack
By your team
PENALTY: Opponents place jack
Interference with hit jack:
By umpire, spectator, animal, moving object
Ruling: Jack remains where it comes to rest
By ANY player
PENALTY: Opponent of offending player chooses
a) Leave jack where it lies b) If it was marked, put
it back to where it started c) If it was marked,
place anywhere on an extension from start point
to beyond stop point up to 20m from circle, yet visible
Interference with thrown boule:
By umpire or spectator
Ruling: Boule remains where it comes to rest
By animal or moving object such as foreign boule, jack, ball
Ruling: Replay the boule if stopped between circle and jack,
but leave it if stopped beyond the jack
By your team
PENALTY: Boule is dead
By your opponent
Ruling: Your choice to leave or replay
Interference with hit boule:
By umpire, spectator, animal, moving object
Ruling: Boule remains where it comes to rest
By your team
PENALTY: Boule is dead
By opponent of offending player
PENALTY: Opponent of offending player chooses
a) Leave boule where it lies b) If it was marked,
place anywhere on an extension from start to beyond
stop but playable
Interference with stationary boule
Picking up or deliberately moving a played boule
during an end
PENALTY: Team of offending player is not allowed to play
any remaining boules; IF YOUR boule IT'S DEAD; IF
OPPONENT'S BOULE Replace if marked (OR TEAMS CAN AGREE)
Accidental movement of a boule by player, umpire, spectator,
animal, wind, gravity, or moving object during an end
Ruling: Replace if marked (OR TEAMS CAN AGREE)
Picking up a boule after completion of an end (last boule has
stopped rolling), but before points have been agreed upon
PENALTY: If it's your team's boule, it is dead EVEN IF IT
WAS MARKED; If you accidentally pick up your opponent's
boule, it can be replaced if it was marked (or if team's can
agree on its position without umpire's ruling)
Interference with stationary jack
Accidental movement of the jack by player, umpire, spectator,
animal, wind, gravity, boule/jack from another game, or moving
object during an end
Ruling: Replace if marked

